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This six-volume set focuses on Latin American, Caribbean, and Asian immigration, which
accounts for nearly 80 percent of all new immigration to the United States. The volumes
contain the essential scholarship of the last decade and present key contributions reflecting the
major theoretical, empirical, and policy debates about the new immigration. The material
addresses vital issues of race, gender, and socioeconomic status as they intersect with the
contemporary immigration experience. Organized by theme, each volume stands as an
independent contribution to immigration studies, with seminal journal articles and book
chapters from hard-to-find sources, comprising the most important literature on the subject.
The individual volumes include a brief preface presenting the major themes that emerge in the
materials, and a bibliography of further recommended readings. In its coverage of the most
influential scholarship on the social, economic, educational, and civil rights issues revolving
around new immigration,this collection provides an invaluable resource for students and
researchers in a wide range of fields, including contemporary American history, public policy,
education, sociology, political science, demographics, immigration law, ESL, linguistics, and
more.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and
Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
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Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
The Colorado Women's Hall of Fame was founded in 1985, by a group of women who
were concerned that both historic and contemporary women who shared foresight,
vision, enthusiasm, and the power of accomplishment were not receiving appropriate
acknowledgment. Fearful that splendid achievements would be forgotten, they wished
to honor women who, during their lifetime, made a significant contribution to Colorado
as a state or territory. It is the hope of the founders that by so honoring Colorado's
women of consequence, their spirits might inspire future generations.In the first decade
since the founding, fifty-nine women were selected for induction. Although historians
habitually ignored the vital part that women played in the building of the West, in
actuality these women's lives contain plots and characters that would enliven the most
gripping novels. We have saints, like Frances Wisebart Jacobs and the theatrical angel
Helen Bonfils; activists such as Josephine Roche and Rachel Noel; a scientific genius
in Florence Sabin; and visionaries like Dana Crawford. There are tragedies, as with the
Tabor wives, and the lighter-hearted tales of Mary Elitch Long and Mary Coyle
Chase.Women of Consequence provides a bonanza of role models who opened new
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frontiers for women in so many fields, including business, journalism and newspaper
publishing, science and medicine, law, politics, education, charity work, botany and
even taxidermy. These stories are sure to inspire, delight, and instruct readers
throughout Colorado, from young adults to senior citizens, whether they've lived here all
their lives or moved here recently.
Contains an inventory of evaluation reports produced by and for selected Federal
agencies, including GAO evaluation reports that relate to the programs of those
agencies.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology
news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
While much progress has been made on the biomedical front in treatments for HIV
infection, prevention still relies on behaviour change. This book documents and
explains the remarkable breakthroughs in behavioural research design that have
emerged to confront this challenge.
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